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X-engineering (sometimes called cross-engineering) is a collab

process-oriented approach to change management in the busine

The three central principles of X-engineering are "transparency,

standardisation and harmonization" among companies, custome

suppliers. X-engineering includes reengineering and all technol

is the driving force behind X-engineering. All parties involved i

X-engineering made it possible to manage information and tran 

effectively than ever before. Furthermore, X-engineering enabl 

from a more collaborative approach to information sharing and 

X-engineering leads to productivity improvements will come f

redesign of the processes that operate between a company, its c

customers, suppliers, and partners, and possibly its competitors

EcoCut punching machine V2.6
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Application

• The EcoCut punching machine processed sheet metal strip or sheet
metal scrap and waste material from copper, aluminum, stainless 

steel, steel or zinc coated metal, to high-quality pinhole & ventilating 
panels, roof and roof ventilation or gravel stopping profiles 

• High flexibility through the use directly on the work site

• Standard tools for up to 0.8mm stainless steel sheet, 1mm steel and 

1.5mm aluminum and copper plate

• individual punching dies available
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punching die longhole

Art.-Nr. 55100

Typ: longhole 
transversal

Measure: 8 x 29

Art.-Nr. 55150

Typ: longhole
longitudinal

Measure: 4,2 x 25

Art.-Nr. 55200

Typ: longhole
transversal

Measure: 10 x 45
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punching die longhole 2

Art.-Nr. 55600

Typ: longhole
transversal

Measure: 6,5 x 40

Art.-Nr. 55650

Typ: longhole
transversal

Measure: 5 x 30

Art.-Nr. 55700

Typ: longhole
transversal

Measure: 6,5 x 45
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punching die longhole 3

Art.-Nr. 55800

Typ: longhole
transversal

Measure: 6 x 45

Für Langlöcher bzw. Sonderformen 

außerhalb dieser Standardwerkzeuge 

fragen Sie uns bitte an.
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punching die multihole 1

Art.-Nr. 55250

Typ: multihole

Measure: 6 x Ø4

Art.-Nr. 55300

Typ: multihole

Measure: 5 x Ø8

Art.-Nr. 55400

Typ: multihole

Measure: 7 x Ø5
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process-oriented approach to change management in the busine

The three central principles of X-engineering are "transparency,

standardisation and harmonization" among companies, custome

suppliers. X-engineering includes reengineering and all technol

is the driving force behind X-engineering. All parties involved i

X-engineering made it possible to manage information and tran 

effectively than ever before. Furthermore, X-engineering enabl 
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punching die multihole 1

Art.-Nr. 55500

Typ: multihole

Measure : 3 x Ø5

Für Lochreihen bzw. Sonderformen 

außerhalb dieser Standardwerkzeuge 

fragen Sie uns bitte an. 


